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 Best Gold IRA Company 2024 
If you arrived here wanting to find who our Best Gold IRA Companies are or who the best IRA depositories and custodians are, let us cut straight to the chase: our 2024Best Gold IRA Company is
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CLICK HERE to Request Your Personal Free IRA Gold Investing Guide






However, if you want to understand a little more about our recommendations and the rigorous review methodology we use when selecting Bear Lake Gold’s Best Gold IRA Company, please read the full page by clicking the plus sign to the right of this paragraph.


Traditionally, people have invested for their retirement in the world’s stock markets through pensions companies. Over the long term, a well-managed portfolio of stocks and shares has historically seen a decent investment return. We firmly believe having all your eggs in one basket is a bad idea!

Having all of your retirement funds or savings in stocks and shares is equally as bad an idea as having all of your funds invested in property, art or even in gold and precious metals.

However, when the world is in crisis, there is one place that investors, both big and small, turn to find a degree of stability and security. The precious metals market can be a great way to diversify your account.

Investing in precious metals such a gold, silver, and platinum has been an excellent investment over recent years, especially when including precious metals including gold in an IRA plan. For example, gold prices per ounce have ranged from $255 in September 1999 to a high of $1,937 in August 2020, although they have retrenched a little since then.

Maybe you are considering investing some of your money in gold and another precious metal?

Many people turn to precious metal investments to find a more balanced approach to managing risks associated with having all of your money invested in stocks and shares. Others make investments in gold, silver, platinum and palladium, seeking potentially higher returns than the stock market might provide.

When it comes to investing for your retirement or generally building your wealth, gold and other precious metals can be included in some Individual Retirement Accounts. These are often called GOLD IRAs.

Some gold companies offer gold IRAs as IRS-approved methods for investing retirement savings in gold and other precious metals. Even amongst the IRS-approved methods, there are various options and ways of making your investment effective.

It is essential to understand the pros and cons of each scheme and each company offering gold IRA products.

In the Best Gold IRAs review below, we seek to give you our opinion, allowing you to select the products and provider that best suit your personal circumstances.

We look at a range of gold IRA companies and attempt to highlight what we think the advantages and disadvantages of each company’s offerings are. We also look at things like the minimum and maximum investment size you can make with each of the gold IRA firms. We aim to provide valuable and accurate information to allow you to choose the best gold IRA company for your own needs.

Before you consider searching the market for the best Gold IRA Companies, it is essential that you gain a good understanding of precisely what a Gold IRA is and is not.

Gold IRAs are types of self-directed Independent Retirement Accounts (SDIRA) that allow you to hold gold and precious metals as qualified retirement investments. A Gold IRA will enable you to use pre or post-tax income when using a specialist custodian or broker. Roth IRAs can be purchased with post-taxation money.

Over recent years Gold IRAs and other precious metal IRAs have become more popular. We believe this is a direct response to some turbulent times in US stock trading. As a result, people have looked to diversify their portfolio to provide better resilience and security by broadening the types of assets they hold for their retirement.

Firstly, there is no difference between a Gold IRA and a precious metals IRA. This is only when you choose a provider that allows you to purchase the type of precious metals you wish to hold within your IRA plan. You can own gold bullion and other precious metals within your Gold IRA. Holding gold and other precious metals is not permitted in traditional IRA plans. You can also make investments in gold-related stock funds and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs).

As a Gold IRA is a self-directed fund, you can determine what you want to hold within your plan within the Gold IRA rules.

Yes, that is the short answer. As a rule, gold and precious metal IRAs will cost a little more than traditional IRAs; this is because you have additional fees associated with the purchase and storage of your choice of bullion or precious metal coins.

A Gold IRA allows you to hold precious metals in a tax-efficient way. Gold IRAs special tax treatment is kin to those offered by standard IRAs: Contributions made to traditional self-directed IRAs (SDIRAs) are tax-deductible. Qualified withdrawals from Roth accounts are tax-free.

Gold IRAs are always self-directed; this means you are always in control of what you put into them and what you take out of them.

Holding precious metals as a portion of your overall retirement planning can provide a level of security and resilience. Historically we have seen the prices of Gold, Silver Platinum and Palladium rise as we are going into an economic crisis.

There is undoubtedly an additional cost in having a Gold IRA. You must purchase your precious metals and store them. Investing in a precious metals IRA may not give as big a return as some other markets could do, like cryptocurrency. Still, it sometimes has been seen as a more secure investment that has historically retained value in tough economic times.

When you have decided to start your gold IRA, you must first open a self-directed IRA (SDIRA). Companies like our Best Gold IRA Company recommendation Augusta will help you with this process. Not every Gold IRA Custodian offers the same investment choice, which is one reason we made Augusta our Top Gold IRA Custodians for 2021.

When you have opened your SDIRA, you then have to put funds into your account. Again, Augusta will help you undertake this transaction quickly, efficiently, and securely. If you are looking to fund your SDIRA from part of the funds in an existing 401k, 403b or 457 plan, then a decent precious metals IRA company can walk you through this process step by step.

Once you have funds in your account, you can then go about selecting the precious metals you wish to hold in your gold IRA. Augusta employs an professional team that will show you the most common products and ensure an efficient order of precious metals to meet your long-term aims.

It is essential that you get the correct advice on what to purchase. There are restrictions on what precious metals can be deposited within your Gold IRA. These are mainly dependent on the finesses of the standard of purity of the precious metals you are trying to add to your plan.








Top Rated and Our Best Gold IRA and Precious Metals Company for 2024
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#1 .Augusta Precious Metals
This is the absolute best gold IRA company in the U.S. today due to Augusta’s transparency, pricing, dedication to education, and the amazing level of attention given to customers. We highly recommend everyone take advantage of their one-of-a-kind free web conference that helps you understand the economy, threats to your retirement, and the precious metals buying process (designed by their in-house Harvard-certified economic analyst). They even share tips for keeping away from gimmicks and high-pressure tactics in this unregulated industry.

This gold precious metals specialist company was chosen by Money magazine’s “Best Overall” in its Best Gold IRA Companies list for 2023. It is the only gold IRA company with ZERO complaints on the BBB website since 2012. It has an outstanding track record proven by consumer watchdog ratings and tons of the very best customer reviews, including endorsement by hall of fame quarterback Joe Montana, whose advisors found Augusta for him. We are thrilled to recommend Augusta Precious Metals as our #1 gold IRA company!
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Get 100% FREE Investors Kit
Go To Full Gold IRA Review

 Call (855) 960-1374 



Pros





Award-winning recognition for account lifetime customer service Money magazine’s “Best Overall” & Investopedia’s “Most Transparent” in 2022



Only gold IRA company with ZERO complaints at BBB, BCA since launching in 2012


Thousands of 5-star ratings from customers


Must-watch: Free web conference with an excellent focus on consumer education



Endorsement by high-income customers, including corporate ambassador Joe Montana whose team found this company for him


Transparent, streamlined process and competitive rates


No hidden management fees & ZERO custodian/storage fees for up to 10 years – every customer qualifies



Cons





A minimum balance of $50,000 in savings makes this best for “red carpet”


 Virtual account opening is not possible
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2nd Ranked Gold IRA Company 2024- Goldco
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#2.Goldco 

Established in 2006 this company has a good solid record and is our top recommendation for people looking to invest over $25,000 on a Gold IRA

We consider this the best Gold IRA Company in The USA Today.
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Get Investors Kit (NO CHARGE) 
Jump to Full Gold IRA  Review


Pros





2nd Ranked Gold IRA Company


Top ratings from BCA, TrustPilot and other third-party review sites and excellent customer reviews


Biggest promotions in the Industry


 Best buyback program


No high-pressure sales tactics


 Works with the most secure storage companies


Dedicated expertise in precious metals


Excellent customer support



Cons





The minimum IRA deposit requirement is $25,000


 You cannot virtually set up an account


Information about the management not available on the Goldco  website.



Fee may appear to be slightly higher than some budget rivals
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Third Rated Gold IRA and Precious Metals Company 2024
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#3. American Hartford Gold

One of the most trusted Gold and Precious Metal brokers, this family-owned company is endorse by Bill O’Reilly and America’s Mayor Rudy Giuliani.

Great for gold IRAs, precious metal IRAs and purchasing physical Gold, Silver and Platinum.
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Get Info Kit
Read the  Full Gold IRA Review

 Call  866-672-7783



Pros





Easy-to-open account with very competitive rates


Free storage, maintenance & insurance for up to 3 years


Physical gold and silver delivered to your front door at no additional cost


Hassle-free process to buy back your precious metals with no fees


Does not share your information with any private or public entity



Cons





 No prices on online catalog


Doesn’t ship out of the US


Minimum investment requirement of \$10,000 for Gold IRA rollovers
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Fourth Best Rated Gold IRA and Precious Metals Company
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#4.Birch Gold

Established in 2003 this company has a great set of satisfied customers and provides excellent customer education. Their one-to-one interactions with customers are a fundamental advantage for those who want to make vital financial decisions impacting their future.
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Get Info Kit
Jump To Full Gold IRA Review


Pros





Top ratings from national consumer agencies


Opportunity to invest in palladium and platinum


For investments above $50,000, no fee in the first year


Duplicate existing rows to add more.


Exceptional customer service, support, and advice


A strong market presence and history of nearly 20 years



Cons





Online account opening is not permitted


There is no onsite live customer chat


Annual fee and setup costs are not accessible online 


You need to get their information kit to find out full details about the management team






Our Best Rated Gold IRA Company for 2024 is Augusta Precious Metals 
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#1 Augusta Precious Metals A Gold IRA Provider with a Track Record of Superior Attention to Customers
This gold precious metals specialist company is the only gold IRA company with ZERO complaints since 2012. It has an outstanding track record proven by consumer watchdog ratings and tons of the very best customer reviews, including endorsement by hall of fame quarterback Joe Montana, whose advisors found Augusta for him. We are thrilled to recommend Augusta Precious Metals as our #1 gold IRA company.
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Get Info Kit

 Call (855) 960-1374 



Augusta Precious Metals – A Gold IRA Provider With 50 Years of History
This standout company is our clear overall choice in this sector. Augusta Precious Metals specializes in gold and silver IRAs. They’ve helped more than 100,000 Americans on the road to protecting their retirements, and there are good reasons we’ve chosen them to top our list.
Augusta has an impeccable track record in the selling and servicing of gold and silver IRAs, with nearly all 5-star consumer reviews and consumer watchdog ratings – including an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau (BBB) and a triple-A rating with the prestigious Business Consumer Alliance (BCA).
And here’s something that, in itself, makes Augusta worth considering: The company has ZERO COMPLAINTS at the BBB and BCA, which other companies would kill for! Money magazine chose this company as “Best Of” and Investopedia as “Most Transparent” gold IRA company for 2022. TrustLink chose Augusta as one of their “Best Of” companies for multiple years in a row, and IRA Gold Advisor named Augusta “Most Trusted in the U.S.”
What more can we say? Augusta is well-known and trusted for its transparency, great pricing and a very special focus on educating customers to help them understand the economy and the precious metals buying process, which leads to a satisfying feeling of confidence in your purchase. If you’re looking for a gold IRA you can trust to make your transaction transparent, cost effective and EASY, choose Augusta!
Augusta Precious Metals – A Gold IRA Provider with a Track Record of Superior Attention to Customers
Special consumer attention from Augusta includes their one-of-a-kind free web conference to help you understand the economy, threats to your retirement, the precious metals buying process, and how to stay away from annoying gimmicks and high-pressure tactics you can find all to often in this industry (the conference is designed by their internal Harvard-trained economic analyst).
Augusta’s many top customer reviews include an official endorsement by hall of fame quarterback Joe Montana. A while back, he asked his financial advisors’ help to find a solution to avoid losses like the ones he experienced in the 2008 financial crisis. They suggested diversifying with precious metals, so he asked them to find the best gold IRA company in the U.S. They took time to vet all gold companies, and after all that legwork they recommended Augusta Precious Metals. He loved their mission so much, he became the company’s paid corporate ambassador.
This company is without a doubt the BEST physical gold IRA provider in the U.S. – and it also offers cash accounts with gold and silver in physical form.
Quick and Convenient Process – Unique Educational Materials
A transparent, educational, streamlined process is the hallmark of Augusta’s excellent customer service. A personally assigned customer success agent guides you through the easy steps with the help of experienced professionals in all Augusta departments. The company’s education department provides information about the economy and the way precious metals have historically reacted to the markets. Customers learn about this and how to launch a physical gold or silver IRA in impressive informative guide – or a one-on-one web conference designed by Harvard-certified economic analyst and the head of Augusta’s education department: Devlyn Steele.
The Augusta IRA processing department works with customers on 95% of the paperwork to make it easy, then, when your account is funded, the order desk helps you choose investment coins and bars. A special confirmation department ensures a transparent, smooth transaction for you. The same departments and teams offer account service anytime over the life of your account, unlike some companies that stop offering robust service once the transaction is complete.
At Augusta, you can open a gold IRA account with just three quick steps:

Step 1: Open a self-directed IRA account with Kingdom Trust, Goldstar Trust, Equity Trust, or another custodian.

Step 2: Fund your account with a bank transfer or a gold IRA rollover.

Step 3: Buy eligible precious metals for your gold IRA account. Your gold and silver will be secured in a top-rated insured facility.

You can also buy gold and silver bullion bars and coins from Augusta Precious Metals. The company also sells premium, certified, and commemorative coins and collector sets.

Bonuses and Price Protection
When you open a gold IRA or buy physical gold or silver from Augusta Precious Metals, the company provides free shipping and free insurance to your storage location. When you buy premium gold or silver, the company lets you cancel the order within a week.

Augusta Precious Metals has a program for 7-Day Price Protection for the buyers of premium metals. The rate gets locked in the moment you confirm your order. The prices for gold and silver bullion get locked in as soon as your payment reaches the company. Volume discounts are usually offered on substantial orders of bullion.

Lifetime Account Support from Augusta
Unlike some companies that essentially end service after your transaction, your Augusta customer success agent will provide you with ongoing full-service assistance for the entire life of your accounts. The agent serves as a liaison between you and the various other company departments and answers your questions and concerns. The company’s customer education department provides ongoing educational videos and market updates, and you can sign up to receive weekly articles and videos that contain information about what’s happening in the economy and with gold and silver.

The IRA Processing team at Augusta will support with you through necessary custodial documentation formalities, even after your initial transaction is done. Finally, Augusta’s order desk will help you with buybacks and any new gold and silver additions to your existing portfolio. By law, gold company buybacks can’t be guaranteed, but Augusta says they have never denied a buyback request.

Robust Market Reputation
In addition to hundreds of consumer reviews online (nearly all of them the highest ratings that can be given), Augusta can be proud of its status with the Better Business Bureau which accredited the company with an A+ rating. Augusta has also earned the highest triple-A rating from the Business Consumer Alliance. IRA Gold Advisor, an independent Gold IRA information firm has named Augusta as the country’s “Most Trusted Gold IRA Company.”


A quick analysis of the company’s Glassdoor employee reviews reveals a positive internal culture, with an average employee rating of 4.5 out of 5 stars. Augusta Precious Metals’ Google My Business rating is very high at 4.8 out of 5 stars, while TrustLink has given the company a perfect 5.0 rating based on more than 260 reviews and counting. Based on those reviews, TrustLink has named Augusta “Best Of” multiple consecutive years.


Summary - Our Verdict
Considering its industry leadership, zero complaints since 2012 (quite impressive), super transparency and the company’s clear focus on attending to customers’ needs and requests, we find Augusta Precious Metals to be the MOST reliable gold IRA provider in the country. Its high level of customer service and confirmation by Mr. Montana are two of the most important reasons to choose Augusta as your premier precious metals retirement savings company.
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Get The Best Gold IRA Company Information Kit



Our 2nd Recommended GOLD IRA Company 2024
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#2 .Goldco 

Established in 2006 this company has a good solid record and is our top recommendation for people looking to invest over $25,000 on a Gold IRA
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9.8


Get Your Info Kit


We selected Goldco as our number two Gold IRA provider because we believe they are an industry-leading provider of gold & silver investments. 
Goldco, a pre-eminent precious metals dealer in the US, excels on the parameters of reliability, reputation, competitive rates and customer service – all of which should be the prerequisites for a discerning investor.
A Specialist in Asset and Wealth Protection
Goldco positioned itself as a market-leading asset and wealth protection specialist with dedicated expertise in retirement savings. If you want to create and protect wealth by investing in safe-haven precious metals, such as gold and silver, Goldco could be one of your options.
The company is helping thousands of investors protect and grow their savings by rolling over their qualified retirement accounts, such as 401(k), 403(b), and existing IRAIRAs to a gold IRA or silver IRA. Founded in 2006, Goldco rapidly emerged as a leading player in gold and silver accounts.
Top-Rated Precious Metals Wholesaler
The Better Business Bureau (BBB) has awarded an A+ rating to Goldco. Thanks to its five-star online customer ratings and favorable third-party customer reviews, the company has also earned a Triple-A rating from the prestigious Business Consumer Alliance (BCA).
These prominent third-party agencies have noted Goldco’s commitment to quality of service and a high regard for ethical business practices as the key drivers behind its growth and popularity among customers. Investors trust Goldco because they know it delivers more than it promises and provides them with the personalized service and attention they expect when making life-impacting financial decisions.
The company will go the extra mile to help customers take advantage of any potential opportunities that may b visible within the current retirement account rules, which can reduce their fees when exchanging bonds or stocks for precious metals. This is even better considering energy and food prices may increase if taxes are raised and regulations are altered, according to Tanya Xu at The Regulatory Review. Moreover, Goldco also helps investors receive direct-to-home deliveries of gold and silver as a means to preserve assets in a liquid position.
These third-party agencies noted Goldco’s commitment to quality of service and a high regard for ethical business practices as the key drivers behind its growth and popularity among customers. Customers trust Goldco because they know it delivers more than it promises and provides them with the personalized service and attention they expect when making life-impacting financial decisions.
 
Goldco Services
Gold IRA:
The traditional IRA is a tax-advantaged retirement account. Investment earnings in IRA are tax-deferred. Goldco helps you get a gold IRA, silver IRA, or a precious metals IRA that combines both gold and silver.
Non-Gold IRA & Precious Metals:
Goldco also allows you to buy precious metals directly if you wish to have something other than a precious metals IRA account. You can buy precious metals directly if you do not want to have a You can have the metals delivered to your doorstep or store them in a vault.
Summary
When you are looking to invest in gold, silver, and other precious metals either via a gold IRA or a direct purchase—Goldco may be a good fit for your circumstances.
They got 9.8 out of 10 from our review team, as they are a customer-centric company. When you combine this with their low fees and educational resources, we have no issue making them our Second-Best Gold and Precious Metals Company.
You may ask why we made them our top pick for IRA rollovers into gold and silver. Why  did we make
They have a dedicated team of IRA rollover specialists who will take care of the entire rollover process; yes, they will handle the whole process for you from start to finish, making your life as easy as possible and eliminating any fears you might have regarding security issues relating to funds transfers.
Suppose you are looking for something other than a gold IRA as a precious metal investor. In that case, you will get assigned an account executive who will ensure all your gold, silver, platinum and palladium purchases go through smoothly. You will receive your precious metals quickly.
During 2021 we gave Goldco  our “Best Gold and Precious Metals Broker Award”.
Get the Goldco Information Kit

We selected Goldco as our number two Gold IRA provider because we believe they are an industry-leading provider of gold & silver investments. 
Goldco, a pre-eminent precious metals dealer in the US, excels on the parameters of reliability, reputation, competitive rates and customer service – all of which should be the prerequisites for a discerning investor.
A Specialist in Asset and Wealth Protection
Goldco positioned itself as a market-leading asset and wealth protection specialist with dedicated expertise in retirement savings. If you want to create and protect wealth by investing in safe-haven precious metals, such as gold and silver, Goldco could be one of your options.
The company is helping thousands of investors protect and grow their savings by rolling over their qualified retirement accounts, such as 401(k), 403(b), and existing IRAIRAs to a gold IRA or silver IRA. Founded in 2006, Goldco rapidly emerged as a leading player in gold and silver accounts.
Top-Rated Precious Metals Wholesaler
The Better Business Bureau (BBB) has awarded an A+ rating to Goldco. Thanks to its five-star online customer ratings and favorable third-party customer reviews, the company has also earned a Triple-A rating from the prestigious Business Consumer Alliance (BCA).
These prominent third-party agencies have noted Goldco’s commitment to quality of service and high regard for ethical business practices as the key drivers behind its growth and popularity among customers. Investors trust Goldco because they know it delivers more than it promises and provides them with the personalized, service and attention they expect when making life-impacting financial decisions.
The company will go the extra mile to help customers take advantage of any potential opportunities that may b visible within the current retirement account rules, which can reduce their fees when exchanging bonds or stocks for precious metals. This is even better considering energy and food prices may increase if taxes are raised and regulations are altered, according to Tanya Xu at The Regulatory Review. Moreover, Goldco also helps investors receive direct-to-home deliveries of gold and silver as a means to preserve assets in a liquid position.
These third-party agencies noted Goldco’s commitment to quality of service and a high regard for ethical business practices as the key drivers behind its growth and popularity among customers. Customers trust Goldco because they know it delivers more than it promises and provides them with the personalized service and attention they expect when making life-impacting financial decisions.
 
Goldco Services
Gold IRA:
The traditional IRA is a tax-advantaged retirement account. Investment earnings in IRA are tax-deferred. Goldco helps you get a gold IRA, silver IRA, or a precious metals IRA that combines both gold and silver.
Non-Gold IRA & Precious Metals:
Goldco also allows you to buy precious metals directly if you wish to have something other than a precious metals IRA account. You can buy  precious metals directly if you do not want to have a You can have the metals delivered to your doorstep or store them in a vault.
Summary
When you are looking to invest in gold, silver, and other precious metals either via a gold IRA or a direct purchase—Goldco may be a good fit for your circumstances.
They got 9.8 out of 10 from our review team, as they are a customer-centric company. When you combine this with their low fees and educational resources, we have no issue making them our Second-Best Gold and Precious Metals Company.
You may ask why we made them our top pick for IRA rollovers into gold and silver. Why  did we make
They have a dedicated team of IRA rollover specialists who will take care of the entire rollover process; yes, they will handle the whole process for you from start to finish, making your life as easy as possible and eliminating any fears you might have regarding security issues relating to funds transfers.
Suppose you are looking for something other than a gold IRA as a precious metal investor. In that case, you will get assigned an account executive who will ensure all your gold, silver, platinum and palladium purchases go through smoothly. You will receive your precious metals quickly.
During 2021 we gave Goldco  our “Best Gold and Precious Metals Broker Award”.
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Get The Best Gold IRA Company Information Kit

Our Third Rated Best Gold IRA Company 2024
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#3 American Hartford Gold
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9.8

Get Info Kit

 Call  866-672-7783



American Hartford Gold Group – A Spectacular Growth Opportunity
American Hartford Gold is a family-owned company operating out of Los Angeles and Woodland Hills, CA which has grown in reputation by assisting individuals and families to diversify their investments and preserve their wealth with precious metals.
The American Hartford Gold Group’s products include physical precious metals available in coin, bar, and bullion form. The company also specializes in setting up precious metal IRAs, including Gold and silver IRAs, to help investors rework their retirement strategy and diversify their retirement savings.
One of the fastest-growing private sector financial services companies in the United States, American Hartford Gold is a proud NASCAR sponsor and is the only precious metals and Gold IRA company endorsed by the great Bill O’Reilly and America’s Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
American Hartford Gold Group is a trusted name that offers exhaustive information and historical perspectives about the precious metals market, thus helping empower investors. The company also offers gold and silver of the highest quality and at highly competitive prices.
American Hartford Gold, with over $500 million in gold and silver delivered in 2021 and counting, has an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau (BBB), besides 5-star customer ratings on multiple platforms like Google and Trustpilot, and hundreds of positive reviews.
 
The Company Mission
American Hartford Gold Group aims to educate investors about protecting their investments with safe-haven assets. The company constantly strives to provide exceptional service while maintaining the highest ethical standards and total transparency.
The company offers Buyback Commitment; wherein it encourages investorsto contact them first, if and when they decide to sell their metals. While American Hartford Gold cannot provide a legal guarantee for repurchase, they have a fast 3-step process for liquidation without any additional fees.
 
Among the Fastest Growing Privately-Held Financial Services Companies 
American Hartford Gold Group featured in the 2019 Inc. 5000 list of the fastest-growing and most successful privately-held companies in the United States. The prestigious annual guide’s 2019 list ranked companies on the basis of the percentage of their revenue growth between 2015 and 2018. The American Hartford Gold Group ranked at 74 among the fastest-growing privately-owned financial services company, in this highly-regarded list of US-based, independently-owned, for-profit companies.
American Hartford Gold skillfully guides customers on how to move towards a more secure future with the addition of safe-haven assets to their investment portfolio. The company leadership is completely focused and truly committed to unerring service, fair pricing, and client empowerment through in-depth market information.
 
Breaking Gold Sales Record in Challenging Times
American Hartford Gold Group continues to attain new sales milestones, having already delivered over $500 million in physical gold and silver in 2021 and counting. The first month of 2021 proved to be the strongest month in terms of precious metal deliveries in the history of the company’s operations.
American Hartford Gold continued to meet the exceptionally high demand for physical gold and silver even during the mint shutdowns in the country, and help protect their investors’ savings from financial uncertainty. In spite of the US Mint's efforts to ration its silver coin sales due to the exceptional demand, American Hartford Gold continues its resolute efforts to proudly service its investors and fulfill their expectations.
American Hartford Gold has helped thousands of America’s retirees to safely maneuver their portfolios towards the protection provided by safe-haven assets, in the backdrop of a wave of unease caused by a contentious election and the tumultuous health-scare events. Investors can be sure of the highest quality in gold and silver coins that the company offers at competitive prices with a full customer satisfaction guarantee.
 
A+ Rating from Better Business Bureau
Better Business Bureau ratings are a reflection of the BBB’s assessment of how a business reaches out and connects with its clients. The BBB rates businesses on a scale with F being the lowest and A+ as the highest; based on complaint history, operational timespan, transparency, and marketing approach. An A+ rating, indicating a score of 97 or above on the 100-point scale, is reserved for a handful of companies that satisfy the rigorous BBB standards.
American Hartford Gold Group’s simple philosophy of supporting the client with extensive education and a genuine deal has led to an A+ rating in client satisfaction and has propelled the company into becoming one of the fastest-growing and most trusted precious metal dealers in America.
 
Endorsed by Bill O’Reilly
America's popular radio and television personality has many years of association with American Hartford Gold Group and endorses them, as does Rudy Giuliani, the man popularly known as America’s Mayor (as already stated!). The company sponsors Bill O'Reilly's radio program The O'Reilly Update and his show, No Spin News, and is proud of its association with the popular political commentator with working-class roots (his Killing books are fantastic as well).
 
Simple 3-Step Process to Set Up Your Gold IRA
Contact online or over a call to fill out the Gold IRA account form and initiate the simple process:
 
	The company’s product specialist gets in touch with you to help you open a self-directed IRA
	Make a decision about the initial amount you are willing to invest, opting to either rollover your current IRA funds to American Hartford Gold, or transfer funds to the new IRA
	Discuss with a company executive regarding the selection of the precious metals you would like to invest in, once your precious metals IRA is set up

 
Our Verdict
American Hartford Gold Group is a reliable choice to buy precious metals or set up a precious metals IRA. The company does not charge any fees either to open your account or for shipping your precious metals. An investor unsure about the stability of banks can purchase precious metal bars and coins even without setting up a Gold IRA. The company also offers a buy-back guarantee without liquidation charges. We rate it among the topmost precious metal companies for astute investors looking to protect their financial future.
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Why we selected Birch Gold  it’s vital to work with an ace brokerage firm such as Birch Gold Group, which specializes in the precious metals space.

A Wide Range of IRA-approved Products

Over the last nearly two decades, Birch Gold has consolidated its position as one of the top national dealers in Gold IRAs. Its range of  precious metal IRA-approved products includes gold, silver, palladium, platinum, or a combination of two or more of these metals. You can roll over a part of or an entire eligible 401(k), 403(b), or IRA account into a Gold IRA. In correlating with this, you can also buy gold and silver for physical delivery.

Personalized Customer Service

One of the key things that sets Birch Gold apart from many others in the industry is its excellence in customer service. The IRA customer specialists at the company have expert knowledge about precious metals markets and relative asset performance. They are also well-versed in handling retirement savings accounts, right from helping customers set up new SDIRAs to assisting them with rolling over their existing IRA or 401(k) accounts.

Once you are paired with a dedicated customer specialist in precious metals, they will take the time to understand your individual investment goals, address all your questions and concerns, and provide you insightful support and guidance throughout the process.

Strong Market Reputation

Birch Gold Group has earned an A+ rating from the Better Business Bureau with nearly 100 customer reviews with 5-star ratings. ConsumerAffairs.com, the leading platform representing consumer interests has awarded a high rating of 4.8 out of 5 stars, while TrustLink has given a 5-star rating to the company.

Birch Gold also commands a customer rating of 4.7 out of 5 stars on Google Reviews. The company’s commitment to resolve its customers’ concerns and constantly improve its services has helped it build a reputation for dependability. The company has earned public endorsements from leading influencers, such as Ben Shapiro and Newt Gingrich, which further adds to its brand value and credibility.

Gold IRA Custodian

You have a choice to put your new or existing investments in gold silver, palladium, or platinum into an IRA account with the help of a Birch Gold Group Precious Metals IRA. If your existing custodian is not eligible to facilitate this retirement account, Birch Gold can help you establish a custodian as your broker. The company’s primary custodian is Equity Trust Company, but if you have another preferred custodian, they will be happy to work with them for your account.

Summary 

We find that Birch Gold Group goes the extra mile in educating customers about their Gold IRA investment options. Their one-to-one interactions with customers are a fundamental advantage for those who want to make vital financial decisions impacting their future.

Birch Gold understands and does a great job articulating that Gold IRAs are great for diversifying wealth and retirement funds. They are not overly pushy or attempt to use hard-selling techniques. They stress that their IRA plans do not get rich quick schemes but longer-term investments that will help ensure your future funds.

They are always on hand to help everyone from the first investor through to the more seasoned investor. We strongly suggest you check out their information kit, which is packed with helpful guidance for all levels of prospective precious metal investors.
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Frequently Asked Questions About IRA Gold Accounts.


What is an IRA?


Individual retirement accounts (IRA) are a form of tax-advantageous retirement account designed to help people save for their retirement. There are various types of IRAs, including traditional IRAs, Roth IRAs, and gold IRAs. You cannot mix Gold IRAs and traditional IRAs in the same account.



What is a Gold IRA?


Before you consider searching the market for the best Gold IRA Companies, it is essential that you gain a good understanding of precisely what a Gold IRA is and is not.

Gold IRAs are types of self-directed Independent Retirement Accounts (SDIRA) that allow you to hold gold and precious metals as qualified retirement investments. A Gold IRA will enable you to use pre or post-tax income when using a specialist custodian or broker. Roth IRAs can be purchased with post taxation money.

Over recent years Gold IRAs and other precious metal IRAs have become more popular.  We believe this is a direct response to some turbulent times in US stock trading. As a result, people have looked to diversify their portfolio to provide better resilience and security by widening the types of assets they hold for their retirement.



What can you own within a Gold IRA or precious metals IRA?


Firstly, there is no difference between a Gold IRA and a precious metals IRA; This is only when you choose a  provider that allows you to purchase the type of precious metals you wish to hold within your IRA plan. You can own gold bullion and other precious metals within Your Gold IRA.  Holding gold and other precious metals is not permitted in traditional IRA plans. You can also make investments in gold-related stock funds and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs).

As a Gold IRA is a self-directed fund, you can determine what you want to hold within your plan within the Gold IRA rules.



Do Gold IRAs cost more than traditional IRAs?


Yes, that is the short answer. As a rule, gold and precious metal IRAs will cost a little more than traditional IRAs; this is because you have additional fees associated with the purchase and storage of your choice of bullion or precious metal coins.



What are the advantages of a Gold IRA?


A Gold IRA allows you to hold precious metals in a tax-efficient way. Gold IRAs special tax treatment is kin to those offered by standard IRAs: Contributions made to traditional self-directed IRAs (SDIRAs) are tax-deductible. Qualified withdrawals from Roth accounts are tax-free.

Gold IRAs are always self-directed; this means you are always in control of what you put into them and what you take out of them.

Holding precious metals as a portion of your overall retirement planning can provide a level of security and resilience. Historically we have seen the prices of Gold, Silver Platinum and Palladium rise as we are going into an economic crisis.



What are the disadvantages of a Gold IRA?


There is undoubtedly an additional cost in having a Gold IRA. You must purchase your precious metals and store them. Investing in a precious metal’s IRA may not give as big a return as some other markets could do, like cryptocurrency. Still, it is a more secure investment and has always seen a safe return of your money.



How to invest in a Gold IRA?


When you have decided to start your gold IRA, and chosen your Gold IRA company from our list of the Top five Gold IRA Companies you must first open a self-directed IRA (SDIRA). Companies like our Best Gold IRA Company recommendation Goldco will help you with this process.  Not every Gold IRA Custodian offers the same investment choice, which is one reason we made Goldco our Top Gold IRA Custodians for 2021.

When you have opened your SDIRA, you then have to put funds into your account. Again, Goldco will help you undertake this transaction quickly, efficiently, and securely. If you are looking to fund your SDIRA from part of the funds in an existing 401k, 403b or 457 plan, then a decent precious metals IRA company can walk you through this process step by step.

Once you have funds in your account, you can then go about selecting the precious metals you wish to hold in your gold IRA. Goldco employs an expert team that will help ensure that you get the proper selection of precious metals to meet your long term aims.

It is essential that you get the correct advice on what to purchase. There are restrictions on what precious metals can be deposited within your Gold Ira.  These are mainly dependant on the finesses of the standard of purity of the precious metals you are trying to add to your plan.





How can I set up my own Gold IRA?


Setting up a Gold IRA is first; you have to set up a self-directed IRA; the simplest way to start the process of setting up your Gold IRA is to ask any of the companies reviewed on The Bear Lake Gold website to do it for you.



Where can I find more info about Gold and Gold IRA?


To find out more information about Gold and Gold IRAs, request an information pack by clicking this link



Why should I invest in a Gold IRA?


You should invest in Gold IRA because it is a tax-efficient way to save for your retirement years. A Gold IRA is also an excellent hedge for inflation. Gold and other precious metals have primarily increased in value as inflation rises and the dollar's buying power decreases.



What types of retirement accounts qualify for a Gold IRA rollover?


Existing traditional IRAs, SEP IRAs, Simple IRA Roth IRAs and Self-directed IRAs can all be transferred into a Gold IRA.  Additionally, it may be possible to rollover your 401k, 043b or 457b plan into a Gold IRA. However, we do not recommend rolling over the whole of these plans into even the Best Gold IRA Plans.



How does a Gold IRA work?


A Gold IRA works as a self-directed individual retirement account.  The difference between a Gold IRA and a traditional IRA is that a Gold IRA allows you to purchase and keep a variety of qualifying precious metal bullion and precious metals coins. A Gold IRA was made possible when the US Congress allowed this in 1997.



What are your account storage and admin fees?


IRA Gold and precious metal storage fees will vary from broker to broker, and some offer free storage. It is worth requesting the Gold IRA information kits from each recommended Gold IRA provider on the bearlakeGold.com site.



How much time do I have to deposit my 401k funds into new my Gold IRA?


If you are rolling over your 401k plan into a Gold IRA, it is not a case of withdrawing the cash, holding it for a while and then purchasing your Gold or precious metals.  The transaction is viewed as continuous and, therefore, should not incur any tax penalties. Withdrawing money from a 401k, 403b, or 457b can incur both State and Federal tax penalties,



How important is customer support with a Gold IRA provider?


Customer services, the quality of the information provided, the quality of advice given, and the efficiency of operation are, in our opinion, the key things to consider when choosing which Gold IRA company best suits your needs.  All the companies we have shortlisted and reviewed on the BearlakesGold site have excellent customers services



How to pick the top Gold IRA investment company?


When picking a Gold IRA Investment company, we advise you to look at the levels of 
Customer services, the quality of the information provided, the quality of advice given, and the efficiency of operation are, in our opinion, the key things to consider when choosing which Gold IRA company best suits your needs




What to do with your existing retirement account?


We advocate taking part of your existing retirement account a rolling it over into a Gold IRA.  This has tax advantages and can helping secure your investment capital against inflation. Gold has historically been a great hedge against inflation, as the value of the dollar goes down Gold seems to have gone up more times than not.



What is the best Gold IRA rollover company?


We have reviewed 32 of the best Gold IRA rollover companies and shortlisted the top 5 Gold IRA rollover companies, we did the hard miles talking to them all, checking out their reviews so you don't have to. If you are still unsure download all of their information kits and make your own informed decision.



What is the best gold investment company


We have reviewed 32 of the best Gold investment companies and by clicking the link you can see our dedicated page on our top picks
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